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The reputations of rruny comic playwrights such as
Moliere, Sheridan and Wilde were firmly
established by their production of a large body of
work. Brandon Thomas's reputation rests on one
extraordinary script written a hundred years ago.
Thomas successfully combines the attributes of
sentimental comedy with the style of Oscar Wilde.
He then creates a plot which contains many of the
ingredients of farce built on a hilarious sequence of
improbable possibilities. The result is Charley's
Aunt, a world famous farcical comedy which has
been done repeatedly on the professional and
amateur stages of the world and has found its way
to the motion picture screen more than once during
the last one hundred years.
How can we account for the power of Charley's
Aunt, for the power of comic theatre? Isn't comedy
-especially farce--merely an escapist diversion, a
vastly inferior dramatic genre? Isn't our taste for it
prompted by the desire to turn off our intellects in
favor of being entertained?
Critics and aestheticians have long pondered these
questions. Here are some of their thoughts on the
nature of comedy:
"The pleasure caused by laughter, even on the
stage, is not an unadulterated enjoyment; it is not a
pleasure that is exclusively esthetic or altogether
disinterested. It always implies a secret or
unconscious intent, if not of each one of us, at all
events of society as a whole. In laughter we always
find an unavowed intention to humiliate and
consequently to correct our neighbor, if not in his
will, at least in his deed."
-Hend Berpon
"Comedy is an escape, not from truth but from
despair: a narrow escape into faith. It believes in a
universal course for delight, even though
knowledge of the course is always twitched away
from under us which leaves us to rest on its own
buoyancy. In tragedy every moment is eternity; in
comedy eternity is a moment. In tragedy we suffer
pain; in comedy pain is a fool, t"tl?fl,f,tlill; 
r.,
"This human life-feeling is the essence of comedy.
It is at once religious and ribald, knowing and
defiant, social and freakishly individual. The
illusion of life which the comic poet creates is the
oncoming future fraught with dangers and
opportunities, that is with physical or social
events occurring by chance and building up the
coincidences with which individuals cope
according to their lights.
--Susanne K. Langer
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Lord Fancourt Babberly. *fasonWelch
KittyVerdun..... ...*KarenStafford
AmySpettigue. .. . .. .. *Kristin Wolgemuth
Col. Sir Francis Chesney, Bart. .Bryan Parris
Stephen Spettigue. Stefan Koch
Donna Lucia D'Alvadorez. . .*Sandy Walker
Ela Delahay ...*Wendyloney
Commenoration Week, Oxford, 1892
ACTI
|ack Chesney's Rooms in College. Morning.
"When pious frauds--are dispensations."- -Hudibras
ACTII
fack Chesney's Rooms. Afternoon.
"While there's tea there's hope." --Pinero
ACTIII
Drawing Room at Spettigue's House. Evening.
"Dinner lubricates business." --Boswell
There will be a fifteen-minute intermission
between'Act II and Act III
Act m Running Time:30 minutes
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A Communication Arts Department Production
Thank for your support--see you next season!********************************
As a courtesy to the actors, please do not use
cameras during the performance.
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Amy Phillips* Rachel Bell
Connie Schneeberger 'iTricia Cable
Camilla Swain Rebecca Grandi
Tim McDaniel Sarah Nierman
Derrick Sanford Matt Widdoes
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